
 
 

 
 

By Anthony Burgess 

Then Georgie and Pete came in from 

the kitchen, both munching away, 

though with their maskies on, you 

could do that with them on and no 

trouble, Georgie with like a cold leg of 

something in one rooker and half a 

loaf of kleb with a big dollop of maslo 

on it in the other, and Pete with a 

bottle of beer frothing its gulliver off 

and a horrorshow rookerful of like 

plum cake. …‘Now for the other 

veshch, Bog help us all.’ So he did the 

strong-man on the devotchka, who 

was still creech creech creeching away 

in very horrorshow four-in-a-bar, 

locking her rookers from the back, 

while I ripped away at this and that 

and the other, the others going haw 

haw haw still, and real good 

horrorshow groodies they were that 

then exhibited their pink glazzies, O 

my brothers, while I untrussed and got 

ready for the plunge. Plunging, I could 

slooshy cries of agony and this writer 

bleeding veck that Georgie and Pete 

held on to nearly got loose howling 

bezoomny with the filthiest of slovos 

that I already knew and others he was 

making up. Then after me it was right 

old Dim should have his turn, which 

he did in a beasty snorty howly sort of 

a way with his Peebee Shelley maskie 

taking no notice, while I held on to 

her. Then there was a changeover, 

Dim and me grabbing the slobbering 

writer veck who was past struggling 

really, only just coming out with slack 

sort of slovos like he was in the land 

in a milkplus bar, and Pete and 

Georgie had theirs. Then there was 

like quiet and we were full of like 

hate, so smashed what was left to be 

smashed—typewriter, lamp, chairs—

and Dim, it was typical of old Dim, 

watered the fire out and was going to 

dung on the carpet, there being plenty 

of paper, but I said no. ‘Out out out 

out,’ I howled. The writer veck and 

and his zheena were not really there, 

bloody and torn and making noises. 

But they’d live. 
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I slooshied, my glazzies tight shut to 

shut in the bliss that was better than 

any synthemesc Bog or God, I knew 

such lovely pictures. There were vecks 

and ptitsas, both young and starry, 

lying on the ground screaming for 

mercy, and I was smecking all over 

my rot and grinding my boot in their 

litsos. And there were devotchkas 

ripped and creeching against walls and 

I plunging like a shlaga into them, and 

indeed when the music, which was 

one movement only, rose to the top of 

its big highest tower, then, lying there 

on my bed with glazzies tight shut and 

rookers behind my gulliver, I broke 

and spattered and cried aaaaaaah with 

the bliss of it. …And, slooshying with 

different bliss than before, I viddied 

again this name on the paper I’d 

razrezzed that night, a long time ago it 

seemed, in that cottage called HOME. 

The name was about a clockwork 

orange. Listening to the J. S. Bach, I 

began to pony better what that meant 

now, and I thought, slooshying away 

to the brown gorgeousness of the 

starry German master, that I would 

like to have tolchocked them both 

harder and ripped them to ribbons on 

their own floor. 
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What was actually done that afternoon 

there is no need to describe, brothers, 

as you may easily guess all. Those two 

were unplattied and smecking fit to 

crack in no time at all, and they 

thought it the bolshiest fun to viddy 

old Uncle Alex standing there all 

nagoy and pan-handled, squirting the 

hypodermic like some bare doctor, 

then giving myself the old jab of 

growling jungle-cat secretion in the 

rooker. …There it was then, the bass 

strings like govoreeting away from 

under my bed at the rest of the 

orchestra, and then the male human 

goloss coming in and telling them all 

to be joyful, and then the lovely 

blissful tune all about Joy being a 

glorious spark like of heaven, and then 

I felt the old tigers leap in me and then 

I leapt on these two young ptitsas. 

This time they thought nothing fun 

and stopped creeching with high 

mirth, and had to submit to the strange 

and weird desires of Alexander the 

Large which, what with the Ninth and 

the hypo jab, were choodessny and 

zammechat and very demanding, O 

my brothers. But they were both very 

very drunken and could hardly feel 

very much. When the last movement 

had gone round for the second time 

with all the banging and creeching 

about Joy Joy Joy Joy, then these two 

young ptitsas were not acting the big 

lady sophisto no more. They were like 

waking up to what was being done to 

their malenky persons and saying that 

they wanted to go home and like I was 

a wild beast. They looked like they 

had been in some big bitva, as indeed 

they had, and were all bruised and 

pouty. Well, if they would not go to 

school they must still have their 

education. And education they had 

had. They were creeching and going 

ow ow ow as they put their platties on, 

and they were like punchipunching me 

with their teeny fists as I lay there 

dirty and nagoy and fair shagged and 

fagged on the bed.  

 
 


